
Chapter 12

What May the Twentieth Century Amount To: 
Initial Theses (1999–2000)

To Marc Angenot: we learned from each other for the three last decades of that century (and 
I took the epigraphs to Part 5 from his “Religions de l’humanité” et “Science de l’histoire”)

Quid sum miser tunc facturus?
Quem patronem rogaturus? 
[Poor me, what am I to do?
Which master do I plead to?]

— Thomas of Celano, Dies irae

Gott hätte seine Hand bei allem im Spiel, nur bei unsern Irrthümern 
nicht? 
[God’s hand should be everywhere present, except in our errors?]

— G.E. Lessing, The Education of the Human Race

Wer sagt, er könne beweisen 
wer sagt, er hätte kapiert
und tut nichts/ und tut nichts/ und tut nichts
der kann nichts beweisen 
und hat nichts kapiert. 
[Whoever says he can prove it, /Whoever says she’s got it, /And does 
nothing, [tris] /He can prove nothing /And she’s got nothing.]

— Barbara Stromberg, “Wer sagt,” in her CD Gerade jetzt, 
Meltemi music – ORF 1993. 

Stupidity is a cosmic force. 
— Miroslav Krleža, Na rubu pameti [At the Limits of Reason]
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Part 1. The Question, and How Not to Answer It

So viele Hoffnungen, so viele Entwürfe, so viel Vergeblichkeit, und bei alledem: so 
viel gültige Leistung … Jetzt wirken sie für mich zusammen: das Gedächtnis und 
die Geschichte. 
[So many hopes, so many projects, so much futility, and nonetheless: so much valid 
accomplishment … Memory and history: now they converge for me.] 

— Hans Mayer, “Gedächtnis und Geschichte”

1

Overwhelmingly, this twentieth century is a time of betrayals. Great expec-
tations, enormous efforts, at a few supremely important points (1917, 1945) 
wondrous, breathtaking breakthroughs authorizing the most sweeping 
hopes (Bloch) – and yet at the end of it, looking backward at it, a huge 
disappointment. The hope was a historical wager, and the wager did not pay 
off. The enemies outside and inside ourselves were too many, too tough. 

2

In this collapse of good collectives and utter malignancy of the bad collec-
tives ruling us, we must fall back on identifying ourselves and others. Who 
betrayed what? I speak as one who would like to be a “writing revolutionary 
from the bourgeois class” (Benjamin III: 225). I wish to retain the stance 
of a radical socialism – maybe we can today mark its indispensable refur-
bishing by getting back to Marx’s term “communism.” I try to puzzle out 
what this stance may be today. But it is at least clear that a dispossessing 
social justice is now the only, if at the moment feeble, hope for the survival 
of this kalpa of humanity. 

But before we get to “who” and “what”, we still have to ask “how 
come”? The present flows into the future by way of the past: or it flows 
very badly. 
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3

Why? The best people, the greatest achievements, lead to the worst hor-
rors. Einstein and the physicists, the DNA discovery and the geneticists, 
Wiener and the cyberneticists, result in the genosuicidal madness of nuclear 
bombs and the (still threatening) balance of unimaginable ABC terror. 
The yearning energies for well-being and justice of hundreds of millions of 
downtrodden people from Pugachev and Pushkin through the Narodniks 
to Trotsky and Lenin lead to the grotesque deep-sea monster of Muscovite 
despotism. Fascism draws its energies from perverting, with the enthusiastic 
support of banks and armament industries, the same millennial Joachimite 
urgency. The open spaces of Populist friendliness, breaking through the 
stock-market ice-crust in the New Deal when Mr Deeds went to town, 
recongeal into the antiutopia of numb Disneyfication below, orgies of 
shamelessness among the soon to be ruined cracked speculators above, and 
dozens of small or medium wars outside, on city streets and the peripher-
ies of empire: triple drug-systems mocking and gunning down the pursuit 
of happiness. 

4

Why is this then? 
One answer: the attempts at practical utopianism were so flawed 

that they were doomed from the start. “You should not have tried it.” Or: 
“The conditions were not ripe.” This Social-Democratic (Menshevik, the 
Compromiser of Mayakovsky’s Mystery Bouffe) standpoint is to be rejected. 
In some ways conditions are never and yet always ripe (the old half-full 
vs. half-empty glass), and nothing ever comes about unless radicals and 
revolutionaries try. Just look at the alternative: the billion-slaughtering 
World Wars, hungers, psyche-devouring humiliations! Lenin was right to 
insist on seizing the day, truly “shot through with a chip of messianic time” 
(Benjamin). This does not mean he was then right about everything else: 
but he was right about the provisionally essential matter in 1917. Consider 
the ant, thou sluggard: try, try again! Above all: learn how to try, perhaps 
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differently! Learn the proper stance to take up (Brecht), how to tread the 
Way (= the method).

5

One exception from utter betrayals, perhaps the hugest Stonehenge of frag-
ments and warmest comfort to be shored against our interplanetary cold 
ruins: the best of art (in the widest sense). The best surviving articulation 
of lived non-official experience is in Joyce, Kafka, Meyerhold, Mayakovsky, 
Chaplin, Brecht, Krleža, Andrić, Picasso, Tatlin, Larionov, Magritte, Ernst, 
Eisenstein, Benjamin, Lorca, Neruda, Bartok, Shostakovich … Even when 
they were at some times forced to compromise, the compromises (Life of 
Galileo, Ivan the Terrible, The Leningrad Symphony, The Dove of Peace) 
are usually honourable, engaged, and advance our understanding. This 
too carries a lesson, a glimpse of how to evaluate the betrayals by concrete 
contraries. If only we could develop this glimpse – Bartók’s Piano Concerto 
no. 2, the Inspector General direction, The Ballads of Petrica Kerempuh, 
Battleship Potemkin, “Josephine the Songstress,” Modern Times, St Joan of 
the Stockyards, The Buckow Elegies, The Private Tutor direction – into an 
articulated plank, a reliable guide to action! 

6

Most of the purely conceptual instruments have fared badly in the vertigi-
nously rapid mutations of this century. Have we really had, in any non-fic-
tional writing or indeed other sign-systems of this time, an equivalent to the 
long-range validity, to the power of anti-hegemonic generalization, allowing 
specification, of Marx and – to a lesser extent – of Nietzsche? Maybe in 
the mathematically laced writings (for example, Einstein)? But how much 
pertinent cognition to help us overcome the New World Disorder will 
remain from the best people? Perhaps only methodological hints, and at that 
overwhelmingly the pars destruens (in Lenin, Gramsci, Wittgenstein …)?  
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If so, how can we fail to note Marx and Nietzsche most intimately inter-
twine conceptual logic with metaphors and figures?

Part 2. What To See History As; What To See History For

We know only one science: the science of history. 
— Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology

Car ce n’est une légère entreprise […] de bien connaître un état qui n’existe plus, qui 
n’a peut-être point existé, qui probablement n’existera jamais, et dont il est pourtant 
nécessaire d’avoir des notion justes, pour bien juger de notre état présent.
[It is no easy enterprise to know well a state which exists no more, which has per-
haps never existed, which will probably never exist, and which it is yet necessary to 
understand correctly in order to judge well our present state.]

— J.-J. Rousseau, Discours sur l’origine et les fondements de l’inégalité parmi les 
hommes

7

Why is, for example, Fredric Jameson (himself caught up in viscous his-
tory, of which we are all viscidly constituted) so much more cognitively 
useful than Ernest Mandel – within ostensibly compatible and perhaps 
even, in “thin” conceptual terms, identical historiosophic horizons? It is in 
part a matter of breadth: Mandel remains encased within an even gener-
ous, politically informed economics; this is of interest to a commonality 
outside of professionally closed ghettoes, or to a public sphere, only as 
semi-finished product for a thinker like Jameson or as a hint for overriding 
analogies that shatter disciplinary boundaries (untranscended example: 
Marx’s great theory of commodity fetishism). Lacking either, the “profes-
sionally” inflected urge (such as chasing the “long cycle of crises” hypothesis) 
becomes formalized, loses the radical antithesis, and peters out in sterility, 
the caput mortuum of concepts chasing each other’s tail in a circle.
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A persuasive complement, where both the “cultural” and the “political” 
have the same exemplary, allegorical breadth and depth, is the convergence 
from these two starting points between Raymond Williams and Antonio 
Gramsci. Or – probably the most fertile stance articulated in our century 
– the interplay between Brecht’s poetic persona and the self-assembled 
(bricolé), intervening Gramscian Marxism of his. But then, both Williams 
and Brecht knew at first hand the tools of metaphoric and narrative (that 
is not only conceptual) articulation. 

8

The most urgent reconsideration on the agenda of the Left as I see it is 
of Lenin himself as a companion of names from section 5 (and antitypes 
such as Henry Ford). His masterpieces – October 1917, or in written form 
The Philosophical Notebooks and The State and the Revolution; his compro-
mises – the NEP; his mistakes – absolutizing an “objective” materialism 
and the then and there probably correct but contingent Russian theory of 
the revolutionary Party: all of them have to be faced and evaluated in the 
same spirit of a “thick” pragmatic critique, in order to possibly “reacquire 
Lenin out of Leninism” (Haug). Nothing is gained and overmuch is lost 
by erasing and tabooing this experience of the century’s most important 
liberation and betrayal. An excellent beginning: Luxemburg’s critique and 
yet support. 

Not so irrelevantly, any decision about Leninism (i.e., organized revo-
lution by working classes, including intellectuals) is largely also a decision 
about Modernism. This does not at all mean that Modernism is Leninism, 
and even less vice versa: rather they have the same origin as answers to the 
crisis of capitalism and the bourgeoisie, run sometimes parallel and some-
times diverge or confront each other inimically, as competing vanguards. 
But it does pose the question of teleology: What is their activity for? As 
Lenin insisted: cui bono? 
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9

Theories – including this attempt at hypothesis – have always been toolkits. 
A toolkit can only be validated and finally adjusted in practice: 

Like trees with many branches but few roots
Are those whose wisdom exceeds their deeds.
The winds come and easily uproot them.
       (Pirke Avot − Wisdom of Our Fathers)

But only tools with a chance at working well – opening doors, pulling 
the brake, switching on the current, reaching the Internet, solving the equa-
tion, finding rhyme and reason – should be tested. Even solidly rooted trees 
can only prosper if they have enough leafy branches: their photosynthesis 
is indispensable for the roots to become and remain solid. 

10

In this century, a major mutation in existence and experience has pivoted 
on the Faustian bourgeois moulting into globally violent capitalist. Faust’s 
citoyen soul was given up, and simultaneously, in the dominant “demo-
cratic” variant centered in the USA, also hypocritically retained as fake 
fraternity. Understanding the huge and growing existential inequality of 
layered human classes means coping with, discounting and seeing through 
a formal, legal equality of individuals. The old images as well as concepts do 
not correspond to this existence and experience in the age of world wars. 
What we see life’s events and existents as (culture; or theory, as its pos-
sible critique) is no longer like unto a tree with roots and leafy branches. 
Rather it may be like a banyan-tree, whose rhizome-roots descend from 
the branches: tout se tient. 

Even more extremely, this apparently topsy-turvy mutation may have 
to take cognitive precedence in teaching us how to see the stymied century, 
in so many ways more similar to a new Gothic or Hellenistic Age than to 
the crown of progress. Such is our filial wisdom. 
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11

This is not a plea for “cultural materialism,” unless culture is to mean equally 
what we have impoverished into the categorical compartments of politics, 
economics, religion, psychology, anthropology, etc. It is a plea for Marx’s 
(and Vico’s) history as the only knowledge, for historical materialism cen-
tered on many struggles of many classes, where “final instances” depend on 
the investigating subject as well as the investigated object, as the only epis-
temic and political chance of our intelligence to minimize the catastrophe, 
to fruitfully “organize pessimism” (Naville and Benjamin). 

12

If so, self-enclosed art is not enough. The twenty-first century desperately, 
imperatively needs liberatory political movements by groups and classes 
responding to the fierce class struggle from above by an at least equally 
determined, persistent, and witty struggle from below. And the struggle 
of working people against the stifling hegemony must largely begin as the 
struggle of intellectuals – for we too are workers and share the same destiny 
– against universal brainwashing; and anybody is a potential intellectual 
insofar as she or he attempts to make sense of the forces shaping our lives 
(Gramsci, Brecht). Attempts to make sense of the forces shaping our lives 
will run into sand unless understanding connects to practical changing of 
the pernicious constellations stunting our lives. “The highest art is the art 
of living” (Brecht). 

This is the horizon against which all our toolkits have to be judged. 
No toolkit is viable unless fusing the lessons of political and artistic prac-
tice. No politician should be trusted unless he has learned literary under-
standing (wit). No cultural critic should be trusted unless she is engaging 
in empirical politics. (Therefore, I am not to be trusted either, unless we 
optimistically think that past engagement can confer some wisdom upon 
one’s present stance and glance when in search of present engagement.) 
“Politics” and “art” meet first in practice: they come out of and return to 
our everyday lives. But then, they cognitively meet on epistemological 
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ground: how, what, and why do people take their circumstantial relation-
ships as and for. 

Part 3. A Little Philosophy of History 

We might have been otherwise, and might yet be. 
— Donna Haraway, Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium 

13

The macro-periodization of human history proposed by the Manifesto of the 
Communist Party is a powerful tool. This lens worked through two analo-
gies or allegories. The first was an extrapolation, by the two Rhinelander 
authors, of the French Revolution of 1789 into the shortly coming prole-
tarian revolution of all countries (but starting in France and Germany). 
The second was an extrapolation of the Gemeinschaft (commonality) of 
tribal societies into the classless society. This results in the Hegelian triad 
of tribal  class  classless societies. 

14

Experiences of the last 150 years have thoroughly shaken the first allegory. 
It may well be (though we do not know enough) that the bourgeoisie of 
1789 – and earlier English or Dutch forerunners – is the only class to come 
to durable power by sudden insurrection after slow and thorough economic 
incubation. Also, in a system of communicating vessels, it is the first ruling 
class consciously foregrounding perpetual growth-dynamics of production 
(alienated labour). The proletarian productivity of immediate producers 
requires dis-alienated labour, so that it cannot properly incubate before the 
revolutionary phase itself (Luxemburg) – except in some prefigurations, 
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including much art. Thus the analogy between bourgeois and proletarian 
revolution seems not to hold. A further argument is the radically changed 
technoscientific environment which has added the survival of the Homo 
sapiens and other vertebrate species – that is, global dynamic equilibrium 
of people with their “environment” – to the revolutionary goal. A third 
is the economico-sexual oppression and stultification out of which the 
feminists speak: in USA, the most productive country of the world, the 
median earning of a woman is well below half of a man’s, and about three 
quarters of women could not alone support a child. Other reasons for the 
failure of this analogy may be found. 

There are some arguments that the metamorphoses of labour in com-
puterized production may – at least in the North – create a working class 
whose productivity will be potentially more disalienated: both based on 
collective creativity and hindered by the profit motive. Even in that case, 
it will have to be examined whether the participation in the extraprofits 
of global capitalism allows this class to become as revolutionary as the 
tiers état. 

15

The second, long-duration analogy is one between primitive or tribal com-
munism, where low productivity enforced absence of classes in the modern 
sense, and a society without class antagonisms – though never without 
contradictions and clashes of interests – based on high productivity. Even 
if this forgets the huge drawbacks of tribal life (what was the average length 
of life?), the argument remains unshaken and more indispensable than 
ever. But that reformulates the theory of history into a tetrad: tribal  
precapitalist (tributary)  capitalist  classless societies. In other words 
(as can be, for example, read out of Morus’s Utopia or Chinese history): 
capitalism was not providentially necessary, a Happy Fall ensuring final 
redemption; nor will it be providentially overcome. 

More mileage is here latently present: for one thing, we may have to 
reformulate the price for any further failure as not simply “socialism or 
barbarism” but a more horrifying spectre of some variant of decennial or 
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centennial fascism, fusing aspects from all the worst capitalist, feudal, des-
potic, and slave-owning societies in the interest of the new rulers. Which 
lay godhead may guarantee this is not possible? 

16

How can we not remember Hitler, the huge shadow out of this century 
cast upon our future? Born and reborn of despairs and rages inseparable 
from capitalism, Hitler is for us immortal just like socialism. Next time, 
the Iron Heel would be using drugs and genetics for its supermen. 

But obversely and always, “all poets are Yids” (Tsvetaeva): the criti-
cal and irritating marginals, enunciating annunciations. So are all other 
millions or billions of people who understand very well that they are 
rejected, humiliated, and exploited by this shameless capitalism without 
a human face: they are all Mitteleuropean Jews railroaded into extinction 
by Himmler’s and the IMF’s progress. But in their wit, all these millions 
understand just as well as – or better than – intellectuals the utopian chink 
of “les choses pourraient être autrement” (Ruyer: things could have been 
otherwise). Brecht’s confrontation of the monster Hitler with the plebeian 
joker (Witzereisser) Schweyk at the end of his eponymous play must be a 
focus for all our catastrophic defeats and victories to come in the extremely 
dangerous twenty-first century. 

17

What then remains of Marx? Many things. Centrally: the realization that 
the figure of Destiny is in capitalism Political Economy. Tykhe is swal-
lowed into the Stockmarket, Anangke rides on the profit-bringing and 
profit-enforcing bombers. Hell is the sweatshops of China and Montreal, 
the cubicles of solitary rooms. 
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Part 4. The Question of How; “Science”

Salus rei publicae suprema lex. 
[The health/ salvation of the commonwealth is the overriding law.]

— Ancient Roman rule

Man kann nicht sagen, dass etwas ist, ohne zu sagen, was es ist. 
[We cannot say that something is without saying what it is.]

— F. Schlegel, Athenäumsfragment 

18

If the “why” of Part 1 is here and now too difficult to answer directly, the 
crucial detour through “how” seems required. How are we to go about 
answering the question of the century, correctly posed at its outset as “What 
Is to Be Done”? What kind of optics has a chance at looking around the 
corner or at the gathering galaxies? 

19

Beside and beyond the bourgeois “commonsense,” the ruling theoreti-
cal answer of the last quarter millennium, displacing theology, was – by 
means of, under the flag of science. It is a powerful answer, seductive pre-
cisely for the intellectuals we need, yet on the whole a misleading one. 
Transmuted into technoscience, it intervenes with exponential force and 
speed into everybody’s daily life: soon the filthy rich shall have chimaeras 
and sphinxes as pets. 

So: What does science do? How does it do what it does? Is the power 
of intervention gained by this method worth the price we are paying for 
it (genocide, ecocide)?
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20

With Descartes, Galileo, and Newton, “science” separated itself out of 
wisdom – what Kant still called wissenschaftliche Lebensweisheit or “cog-
nitive wisdom of living,” whose backbone is care for health and salvation 
– on the basis of quantifying (mathematics). The underlying “laws” of the 
universe were those that could be mathematically described and repeated 
in calculatable practice. This displaced the wrong qualities of theologi-
cal knowledge, for example Aristotelian “qualitative physics.” But it also 
displaced, in the interest of the bourgeoisie, the supreme law of the com-
monwealth’s salus. It dispensed with any quality, except the quality of being 
quantified. It thus divorced scientific fact from value. The relationship of 
science to nature became consubstantial with the relationship of scientists 
to ignorant others (workers, women).

The price seemed right for 300 years. It became too high around 1848, 
and has grown exorbitantly ever since. It proved impossible to substitute for 
the exploitation of one class by another an exploitation of Nature by Man 
(Saint-Simon). In the age of world wars this has resulted in the full domi-
nance of “barbarian experts” (C.P. Snow), blind servants of the Iron Heel. 
Alas, scientists, especially those wedded to capitalist profit and ideology (in 
my optimistic days I think they are only 97 percent), are of no use in our 
first tasks, stopping the destruction of the planet by war and ecocide. 

21

We are forced to conclude: the project of human survival is consubstantial 
with a return of “specialized” sciences – most urgently the most powerful 
ones – into their matrix of cognitive wisdom. Truly democratic science – 
by and for (the) people – has to espouse being publicly taken to account as 
to each and every of its uses and consequences: which would be no more 
dictatorial than the strict control relentlessly exercised over it today by 
and for profit, debasing all that is not instantly marketable as quantified 
bytes of “information.” 
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Modern natural science itself has given us hints how to do this spirally, 
by not abolishing Newton but subsuming him under Einstein as a special-
ized case. Human affairs are certainly messier than the Lorentz algebraic 
transformations which can quantify that particular subsumption. We shall 
have to declare that big chunks or aspects equivalent to Newton (Bacon, 
Descartes …) are counterproductive and not usable after a given point of 
people’s relationships with each other and with the environment, such as 
1848 in the rich North. Use-value qualities are by now an intrinsic and 
inalienable part of facts. As a fact for us air is only air if breathable and 
water only water if drinkable. Chunks or aspects of science compatible 
with this may be – must be – subsumed. But the weight of proving that 
it is compatible must lie on the patent-appliers and must be incorporated 
into every scientific result. 

Not against science but for a science saturated with consciously chosen 
values. Not back to Aristotle but forward from Marx and Nietzsche. 

Part 5. Poetic Justice vs. Murderings 

De quel nom te nommer, heure obscure où nous sommes? 
[By which name to name you, hour of obscurity wherein we are?]

— Victor Hugo “Prélude” in his Chants du crépuscule (1835)

Eh! Où en êtes-vous dans la route du bien quand la mendicité, l’agiotage, la banquer-
oute, la mauvaise foi règnent plus que jamais dans votre dégoûtante Civilisation? 
[Well! Where are you on the road to goodness when beggary, speculation, bankruptcy, 
bad faith reign more than ever in your disgusting Civilisation?]

— Charles Fourier, Égarements de la raison montré par les ridicules de la  
science incertaine (1847)
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22

How may we generalize the lesson from the ingent exception of art (see 
5)? One way is that poetry is a form of wit, bringing out the unexpected 
from the encrusted. Another way is that the artistic spacetime, the “thickly” 
different world, “fixes” the unexpected as a latent picture is fixed by the 
chemical bath into the photographic negative. It is coproduced by the user’s 
imagination: by whomever and however created, art presupposes a user, an 
ideal “we.” What is fixed is also articulated; it can be understood, contra-
dicted, sifted. The overriding law of the bourgeois world is Franklin’s “time 
is money,” the highway of exchange-value destroying the fertile wetlands. 
In traffic with art, “time is a form of wealth to be spent at leisure and with 
detachment” (Calvino), the worlds are manipulable and possibly different. 
“It ain’t necessarily so” (the Gershwin brothers): use-values do not have to 
be given up. In poetry’s (art’s) utopian glimmer, probe, and epitome, alter-
natives for humanity can be – cheaply! – rehearsed. It is at its best, in its 
horizons, a perennial playful childhood of human kind. But also – for the 
triumphant side may today not be disjoined from the militant side – the 
wrathful aspect of creation identifying and fettering the poisoners. 

23

Poetry (artistic production) is then potentially a privileged form for convey-
ing and constituting cognition, for humanizing it by means of figures and 
events recalling but also modifying the life-world, and for understanding 
what cognition is and may be. Art foregrounds the user’s interpretation but 
attempts to steer it according to a constant orientation. Art is not simply 
imagistic evasion from the chained world of stale concepts (Lukács) but 
a new interpenetration of concept with an always oriented (topological) 
imagery. Neither weavers of wreaths hiding bourgeois chains nor hunters 
bringing fresh meat to the lords, artists must sit as equals at the symposium 
of understanding. The worlds of art may – in the best cases – present us 
with radically different experiences, whose shapings are then guides to 
salvation. Hegel’s judgment at the beginning of the nineteenth century 
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that art is no longer our supreme mental necessity but has to be spelled by 
more systematic forms of cognition, such as philosophy, has to be turned 
upside-down at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The triumphalist 
statics of his esthetics forgets his splendid dialectics. It leads to his surely 
strange sentence that the thought of a killer is more significant than the 
most beautiful spectacle of nature. Well, maybe – and if so, so much the 
worse for significance – but it is certainly no more useful to us, his incor-
porate fellow-humans. 

It is understandable that ruling classes intuitively distrust and hinder 
humanized cognition and salvation. But the unbelievable obtuseness of all 
shades of Marxist politics so far toward art, of a piece with their refusal to 
renew their thinking by bathing in ongoing history, raises serious doubts 
about their liberatory interests (as opposed to change of ruling class-blocs). 
As Nietzsche had surmised, we have to “look at science in the light of art, 
but at art in the light of life.” 

24

But, of course: the potentiality of this poetically just privilege can only be 
realized “when it will be understood that every literature that refuses to 
walk hand in hand with science and philosophy is a homicidal and suicidal 
literature” (Baudelaire). And today we have to add to these tacit assistants 
of murderers all artistic experience that refuses to at least expose itself to, 
face and understand, the deepest emancipatory currents of its age; that does 
not refuse the programmatic destruction of life’s qualities, the aggressive 
destruction of nurturing or care.

Doctrine: More Departures from Heine #14

Drummer, drum on & have no fear 
And kiss the bare–breast Liberty! 
This is the whole of science and art 
The sum of all philosophy. 
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Drum & inveigle the drowsy people 
Send the snake’s hiss and roar of lions, 
One step in front, ready to die, 
This is the sum of art and science. 

This is old Karl’s dialectics 
Of all philosophy it is the Summa. 
I’ve understood it by steadily looking, 
& seeing the Revolution one Summer. 

25

What then may be workable, embodied answers to the peculiar, stunted 
rationality of wars, of the exchange-value rule of bureaucracy and army? 
We have to find this out in action. As Vico argued, whatever we cannot 
intervene into, we cannot understand (say, the cosmos). But, clearly: only 
use-values can stand up to capitalist unequal exchange. This holds in spades 
for the last three-quarters of a century, predominantly operating on “brain 
labour,” so that the capitalist instauration of the hegemony of economics 
instead of politics and theology must be sublated under the hegemony of 
culture (in the widest sense). Ancient designations for these use-values 
were compassion, indignation, and love: that is, today, communism and 
poetry. We need to realize that there is no poetry without communism, 
and no communism without poetry. All poets know this, often in fantastic 
metamorphoses; few communists have allowed their suspicion to flower. 
When sundered, what we get are caricatures which compromise the poten-
tial horizon of either. 

26

Thus, the overriding question is now: where are we to look for liberatory 
currents in this penurious, indigent, shabby, needy, mean, paltry, poor time 
of ours? For if we do not at least guess at them, approximate them, try to 
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forecast them, pave the way for them, help – however feebly – to make 
them possible or maybe bring them about, how are we to use Marx’s great 
insight that no theory or method can be divorced from or indeed under-
stood without the practice of social groups to which it corresponds? How 
are we to delineate the new sensorium humanity needs for survival? 

27

This may today be only answered by contraries: What are the major blights 
most efficiently destroying human flesh, dignity, and sense? I have named 
three in Chapter 10: mass murders, mass prostitution, mass drugging. They 
are simultaneously literal and metaphoric – so poetry is needed to plumb 
them fully. They intertwine. 

Murders are done to bodies by bullet, bomb or knife, and to psyches 
by pressures of misery enforced by State or group terror. Prostitution of 
sex has been foisted mainly upon females, of intellect mainly upon males. 
Drugging is not only crack, alcohol, and industrially produced pill but also 
Disneyfication (the rage for commodity consumption), scientism, and all 
variants of tribal religion, whether the tribe number two thousand or two 
billion members. 

Ours is an age of violence multiplied by the unprecedented powers 
of capitalist technoscience, inflicted upon pain-ridden people in their 
hundreds of millions, and whoever does not write, create, work because, 
in spite of, and against this violence, is co-responsible for it. The violence 
corresponds to obfuscating language and imagery – either facelessly gen-
eralized or individually demonizing (the enemy is either The Moslems or 
Milošević). This is where we can, and therefore must, begin to intervene. 

We can only do this at length, and collectively. It may be painful, but 
not doing it will be immensely more painful. 
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What are we, who should still call ourselves the Left, and whose conscious 
core should perhaps think again about assuming communism as its poetry 
and prose, then to do? I attempt to identify some preconditions in chapter 
10, section 10.3, to which I refer the patient reader. 

P.S. (2002) 

Theses must be brief. I have resisted the temptation, three years later, to 
update this to “terrorism,” which I do elsewhere. I hope it is clear this look 
backward was, like Bellamy’s, searching for a basis to look forward. If it 
works, it may be readily applied to today. 
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